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Recorded mainly in Neil Finn’s studio in Auckland, NZ, 
Lightsleeper bursts with melody and the trademark 
euphoric flips that are the Finn family trademarks. 
When Neil’s iconic pop sensibility meets Liam’s lo-fi 
atmospherics, it produces a feeling of intimacy and 
awe that makes it easy to wonder why the dynamic 
father and son duo haven’t written together sooner. The 
unmistakable spirit of musicians at their peak, bound 
together by a still-hot desire to make music that is 
brewed within the bones. Love, quiet revelation and the 
perfectly-evoked euphoria of being alive is what makes 
Lightsleeper such a gorgeous progression in the Finn 
family musical history. Other members of the Finn clan 
make contributions as well, which makes Lightsleeper 
all the more endearing. Gorgeous songs, too. 

Celebrating 40 years of Kaya, Bob Marley & The 
Wailers’ historic March 1978 release, this most special 
anniversary edition features Stephen “Ragga” Marley’s 
exciting and vibrant new Kaya 40 mixes of all ten 
tracks from the original album alongside its original 
mixes (Using Bob’s vocals from demos from original 
Kaya sessions that were recorded at different tempos, 
Stephen synched the vocals with alternate takes and 
layered it over different instrumental arrangements). 
Recorded in London concurrently with the material 
that ultimately comprised 1977’s Exodus – Kaya is that 
album’s perfect sonic-sibling, sharing much of the same 
joy and spirit. It contains a number of the most enduring, 
heartfelt songs in the entire Marley canon, including “Is 
This Love,” “Easy Skanking,” and “Sun Is Shining.” 

Bob Seger contributed to several local Detroit groups 
leading up to his breakthrough success with Ramblin’ 
Gamblin’ Man (1969) and Night Moves (1976). After 
serving as keyboard player and occasional singer in 
Doug Brown & The Omens, Seger moved to the front 
of the stage, and success soon followed. Stylistically, 
Bob Seger & The Last Heard went beyond the simple 
garage rock stomp-and-stammer formula and spread 
their wings lyrically and sonically in a few short years. 
Heavy Music: The Complete Cameo Recordings 1966-
1967 features liner notes by Jim Allen and original 
photographs and label art from the Cameo vaults – not 
to mention tons of heavy, essential grooves. The vinyl 
was pressed at Third Man in Detroit. JAMS!!! 

Thank You for Today is the sound of Death Cab for 
Cutie both expanding and refining – a band 20 years 
into its evolution, still uncovering new curves in its 
signatures, new sonic corners to explore. A special 
victory, indeed, considering Thank You for Today is 
the first Death Cab For Cutie album featuring their 
new line-up, which expanded in 2015 following the 
departure of Chris Walla. On songs such as the kinetic 
“Gold Rush,” “Northern Lights” and “You Moved Away,” 
Ben Gibbard ruminates on the flux going on in his 
hometown of Seattle, and weaves a thread throughout 
the album about how interconnected geography is 
with memory, and how hard it can be to hold onto 
places, and to people, too. 

Egypt Station is the first album of all-new Paul 
McCartney music since 2013’s NEW. Between the 
opening and closing instrumentals “Station I” and 
“Station II,” each song finds Paul capturing a place or 
moment before transporting the listener seamlessly 
to the next destination. Stops along the way include 
an acoustic meditation on present day contentedness 
(“Happy With You”), a timeless plea for peace (“People 
Want Peace”) [how often does this dude have to beg?], 
and a seven minute suite that harkens back to Paul’s 
most ambitious compositions (“Despite Repeated 
Warnings”). And, judging by the lasciviously-titled 
“Come On To Me” and radio-ready “Fuh You,” it would 
appear that Sir Paul is still very much alive and feeling 
pretty spunky.  #comeondeadman

With a building sheath of synth and down on it groove, 
New Zealand / United Kingdom-grown songstress 
Lucie Silvas digs in on opener “Kite,” the reckless kind 
of women who knows no fear – think Bonnie Raitt 
meets Dusty Springfield. Not that everything the dusty 
blond lifts her voice to lands that aggressive. Working 
with producer Jon Green, E.G.O. is a nu-soul/cocktail/
dance ‘n’ roll hybrid that moves through an emotional 
palette reflective of a young woman on the brink of 
the best part of her life. Wryly honest about the vixen’s 
intentions on the shuffling “Smoking Your Weed,” then 
seeking redemption on the starkly cascading “People 
Can Change,” there is hope amongst the drama… 
though “My Old Habits”  makes for a comfortably sleek 
proposition. 

From the opening lullaby of “A Perfect Miracle” (think 
Nilsson meets Spacemen 3) through to the Morse Code 
fadeout of “Sail on Through,” Spiritualized wraps layer 
upon layer of gloriously transcendent sound together 
to create this mesmerizing new album, And Nothing 
Hurt. There are points where the waves of blissful noise 
are almost overwhelming (the thunderous climax of 
“On the Sunshine,” the spectral waltz of “The Prize,” 
the towering guitar solo on “I’m Your Man”) – an 
incredible feat considering the album was recorded 
almost entirely by Spiritualized mastermind Jason 
Pierce himself – a man known for spending years in a 
studio so he can mix a 100-piece orchestra just so -- in 
an upstairs room in his east London home. A work of 
psychedelic, soulful genius. 

Much of Know was written against the backdrop 
of the 2016 Presidential election, when the “Trilby 
Troubadour,” Jason Mraz, found himself writing a lot 
of “frustrated, angry, even sad songs, but nothing I 
wanted to sing.” Instead, Know choose hope. “Have It 
All” stands out as a song with a hopeful message to 
help him and others heal and move forward. “Making 
It Up” is about how anything is possible – we’re just 
making life up. “Better With You” was inspired by his 
marriage. Know also features two early yet unreleased 
Mraz tunes: “Unlonely” and “Sleeping to Dream” – a 
live favorite Mraz wrote in 1999 that has never been 
recorded in a studio. Know also reteams Mraz with his 
longtime collaborators, Raining Jane.

Over the last decade, Mark Lanegan and Duke Garwood 
have worked in tangent on 2013’s Black Pudding as 
well as on each other’s albums. With Animals is the 
duo’s second truly-collaborative album. Its 12 songs 
are spectral and sinewy, often defined by the spaces in 
between the sounds – especially on “Lonesome Infidel” 
and “Feast to Famine.” Tracks sit on loops that sound 
like they’re straight out of There’s A Riot Goin’ On, 
while sparse melodies nod in the direction of British 
electronic producers like Burial or Boards of Canada. 
Which is not to say it sounds like any of those things 
– this is a weird world all of their own design. It’s soul 
music for anyone who’s long since left the crossroads.

NOTHING
DANCE ON THE BLACKTOP

RELAPSE

Nothing’s third full-length recording, Dance On The 
Blacktop, is the next chapter in the band’s tumultuous 
story and, like its predecessors, pulls from all corners of 
life with a focus on the bleak and despairing. Captured 
by renowned producer John Agnello (Sonic Youth, 
Dinosaur Jr., Kurt Vile), Dance On The Blacktop is a 
stirring collection of songs accentuating the band’s 
love for all sounds ‘90s from both sides of the pond 
– from alternative rock and shoegaze to the realms of 
pop and post-punk. Across the course of 45 minutes, 
Nothing weave together nine tales of heightened 
confusion, anxiety, paranoia, depression and chronic 
pain juxtaposed against angelic yet apocalyptic, 
reverberating walls of shimmering sound. Dance On 
The Blacktop is a fervent, emotional tour-de-force.
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DEVOTCHKA
THE NIGHT FALLS FOREVER

CONCORD

For more than a decade, Denver, CO four-piece multi-
instrumental/vocal ensemble DeVotchKa has melded 
its influences from Eastern European wedding bands 
to Norteño ballads into an authentic and totally 
original blend of popular music. The band’s haunting, 
romantic sound evokes timeless images and has 
proved particularly attractive to filmmakers, who have 
used DeVotchKa songs to score countless films and 
commercials, most famously Little Miss Sunshine, for 
which they received a Grammy nod. This Night Falls 
Forever is DeVotchKa’s most ambitious album to date 
with more detailed arrangements and an overall bigger 
sound. From the record’s first notes it’s clear that This 
Night Falls Forever is a heartrending look backwards 
and forwards at once - the sound of searching within.

Third Eye Blind offer up the new seven-song covers 
EP Thanks For Everything which finds the group 
taking on a disparate collection of songs by the likes 
of Tim Buckley (“Song of the Siren”), Queens of the 
Stone Age (“In the Fade”), Bon Iver (“Blood Bank”), 
Santigold (“This Isn’t Our Parade”), Chastity Belt 
(“Joke”), Happy Diving (“10”) and (unexpectedly) 
“F*ck Forever” by Babyshambles – Pete Doherty’s 
aptly-named post-Libertines band.  “The idea with 
this EP was to amplify some of that music and art, 
and in doing so, catch inspiration for our next album,” 
explains frontman Stephan Jenkins, succinctly. By the 
way: Thanks For Everything will benefit the arts for 
children, with proceeds going to the Andy Warhol 
Museum in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Alice Cooper is known as one of the greatest 
entertainers in rock music history, inspiring his 
audiences for over 40 years now. A Paranormal 
Evening At The Olympia Paris - recorded during 
Alice’s recent 2017 European tour - gives listeners 
the chance to relive one of these fine and legendary 
theatrical performances on record. Supported by his 
outstanding band, the Master of Shock Rock takes the 
audience on a thrilling journey through the darkness, 
performing big hits like “Poison,” “School’s Out” and 
“No More Mr. Nice Guy” as well as the new classic 
“Paranoiac Personality” off of his latest studio album 
Paranormal. Stunning guitar and drum solos and an 
enthusiastic crowd underline the vibrant energy of this 
Paranormal Evening.

Foxing’s third album, Nearer My God, was produced by 
Chris Walla (Death Cab For Cutie, Tegan & Sara) and 
the band’s own Eric Hudson. The record tackles such 
weighted subjects as religion, mental illness, political 
instability, global disaster, and the near constant sense 
of impending doom. The band reflects these feelings 
in the album’s own title which is taken from the name 
of a 19th-century hymn said to be the song played as 
the Titanic sank and used in the now infamous CNN 
doomsday video meant to be aired as the world ends. 
However, among the dark subject matter, the band 
delivers an album that is, without a doubt, their most 
immediate, complex, grand, and focused work yet.

Jake Shears was the man behind the Scissor Sisters – 
the NYC-based masterminds of a campy glam pop so 
sophisticated that it was, naturally, better appreciated 
across The Pond. When the band came to a halt in 
2012, Shears traded the stadium for the stage, starring 
in a successful Broadway run of Kinky Boots. Now he’s 
ready to get back to what he does best – and his self-
titled solo debut is just that: All the Scissor Sisters’ 
hooks and humor with shades of Alan Touissant, Bryan 
Ferry, and a hint of country (the brilliant “Sad Song 
Backwards”). Shears and his band recorded the album 
(vocals and all) live in the studio. Speaking of Queens: 
Josh Homme guests on the Iggy Pop-pastiche of “The 
Bruiser.” You need this. 

For nearly two decades, Shooter Jennings has defied 
expectation while constantly expanding the parameters 
of country, rock ‘n’ roll, and beyond. The scion of 
American music royalty – he’s Waylon’s kid – Shooter 
has affirmed his own place in histories still to come as 
a truly limitless artist whose ambitious experimentation 
spans myriad genres and creative platforms (his last was 
a genuinely visionary tribute to Giorgio Moroder). Ever 
the outlaw, Jennings has now crafted what might well 
be his most truly idiosyncratic work thus far, Shooter. 
Produced by longtime friend and collaborator, Low 
Country Sound founder Dave Cobb, at the renowned 
RCA Studio A on Nashville’s Music Row, the album sees 
Jennings staking out a fairly straightforward goal: To 
simply make a great country record. 

For the first time since 2007’s Our Love to Admire, 
Interpol has opened itself up to the input of a producer: 
Dave Fridmann – famed for recording with Mercury 
Rev, Flaming Lips, MGMT, Spoon, Mogwai, and more. 
Paul Banks may have stepped out of the shadows as 
a bassist, but he steps into an even brighter light as 
a songwriter. Lyrically, Banks has largely kept himself 
out of his own work – but, for Marauder, he’s allowing 
himself to play a role in his own stories. “Marauder is 
a facet of myself,” he explains. “He taught me a lot, 
but it’s representative of a persona that’s best left in 
song. In a way, this album is like giving him a name and 
putting him to bed.”

On the surface, Murder By Death is a Bloomington, 
IN quintet with a wry, ominous name. But behind 
the geography and moniker is a band of meticulous 
and literary songwriters matched by a specific brand 
of brooding, anthem-riding balladry and orchestral 
indie rock. The overriding sound is an amalgamation 
of textures ranging from dark and desolate to upbeat 
and brightly melodic. Their other mainstay, signature 
element is surprising concepts behind each individual 
album: The Other Shore, is a space-western about a 
ravaged Earth, its fleeing populace, and a relationship in 
jeopardy. The duality of big and broad vs. microscopic 
and narrow is ever-present, especially as the group 
explores untapped genres, intersecting storylines, and 
remote edges of the galaxy.

Unstoppable is a celebration of legendary soul singer 
Candi Stanton’s legacy. It’s a bold step forward with 
a sound that’s funky, contemporary, yet still steeped 
in the Southern soul and blues of her Alabama roots. 
Like all of Stanton’s albums, Unstoppable is deeply 
personal, but it also turns her attention towards current 
events. In addition to rousing covers of punk poet Patti 
Smith’s “People Have the Power,” Nick Lowe’s timeless 
rocker “(What’s So Funny ‘Bout) Peace, Love, and 
Understanding,” and a pair of nearly forgotten soul 
classics: Norma Jenkins’ 1976 burner “I Fooled You 
(Didn’t I)” and a song particularly near and dear to 
her, Tyrone Davis’ 1969 chart-topper “Can I Change My 
Mind.” Additionally, Unstoppable features six originals 
written or co-written by Stanton herself.

ABANDONED BY BEARS
HEADSTORM

VICTORY

For a band that’s been together since 2012, Abandoned 
By Bears is just hitting their prime with their new 
album Headstorm. Up until this album, Abandoned 
By Bears has produced all of its own work. However, 
on Headstorm, they sought the guidance of Buster 
Odeholm – allowing the band to bring greater focus 
on crafting their new songs. “We would never write 
the same sort of album twice,” says singer Leon 
Ekelund. “There is that ‘classic’ ABB vibe with a lot 
of breakdowns and all that jazz, but there are also 
some new things which we are super excited about.” 
Including the vocals: “I think we got a lot better at 
English from touring the States these past few years!”
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The Kooks  bold new long-player,    Let’s Go 
Sunshine,  distills their timeless sound into its purest 
form while pushing it towards a more expansive and 
mature space. It’s a moving, energizing, and timelessly 
melodic record that’s incisive in its portrait of modern 
British urban life. The heart and soul of the album lies 
in its hymns of lost innocence, fading relationships, and 
the process of break-up and recovery. It’s the sound 
of an ambitious, confident band stepping out and 
making a statement with their definitive album. Let’s 
Go Sunshine sees the band cement their status as true 
bastions of British guitar pop and take their rightful 
place at the table next to the celebrated bands that 
influenced them in their infancy over a decade ago.

Since emerging in 1997, Plain White T’s has amassed an 
enduring, engaging, and enigmatic catalog, spanning 
two gold-certified offerings All That We Needed and 
Every Second Counts and unshakable anthems such 
as the double-platinum “1,2,3,4” and platinum “Rhythm 
of Love.” Among the discography, “Hey There Delilah” 
went quadruple-platinum, topped the Billboard Hot 100, 
and earned a pair of 2008 Grammy Award nominations. 
After a whirlwind tour cycle supporting 2015’s American 
Nights, the band hunkered down and began writing for 
would eventually comprise Parallel Universe. The band’s 
endlessly hummable signature melodies still shine at the 
center of this galaxy, but their Universe morphed into 
an otherworldly atmosphere of ethereal electronic pop 
strengthened by lush guitar tones and synth transmissions.

Amos Lee’s seventh album, My New Moon, is a collection 
centered on hope, optimism and perseverance in the 
face of hardship. Throughout the record’s ten songs, 
Amos shares personal experiences that completely 
altered his perspective on life: From “Little Light,” 
the story of a nine-year-old fan he grew close with as 
she beat cancer, to “Whiskey On Ice,” dedicated to a 
couple as they come to terms with unimaginable loss. 
Despite the heavy subject matter, this is a record of 
about hope.  Helping bring Amos’ purposeful vision to 
life are producer Tony Berg (Phoebe Bridgers, Andrew 
Bird, Michael Penn) and an incomparable group of 
studio aces, including Blake Mills, Benmont Tench, and 
Patrick Warren. 

In summer 2015, after finishing a year of intense 
touring, Rubblebucket’s Kalmia Traver and Alex Toth 
began the process of bringing their next record to life. 
As an experiment, Kalmia asked Alex (her longtime 
romantic partner) to move out while they worked on 
the album, then accepted the marriage proposal he 
made a month later. He moved back in. Then they 
broke up – but they kept on writing and recording Sun 
Machine. Then there was a cancer diagnosis, a fight for 
sobriety, and the trials and tribulations of maintaining 
an open relationship. The result is Rubblebucket’s most 
transcendent album to date:  A party album rooted in 
radical mindfulness, a breakup record imbued with 
each partner’s palpable love for the other.  

Unfamiliar with the late, great Roger Miller? WTF?!? 
King of the Road: A Tribute to Roger Miller is a 36-track 
collection featuring new renditions of Miller’s songs by 
Ringo Starr, Dolly Parton, Eric Church, Loretta Lynn, 
John Goodman and more than two dozen others – 
including Willie Nelson, Kris Kristofferson and Merle 
Haggard on one track — is an obviously star-studded 
primer on one of the most brilliant, quickest-witted 
entertainers to ever grace a stage. King of the Road 
conveys the wide-ranging scope of Miller’s talent and 
influence. It includes versions of his biggest ‘60s hits, 
like “Chug-A-Lug” and “England Swings,” and lesser-
known treasures from a catalog full of gems – some 
funny, others sad, all brilliant. A fitting tribute for a 
songwriting genius. 

Kathy Mattea has enjoyed the kind of success most 
artists only dream of. But the dream almost ended 
when Mattea entered her 50s and began to find 
her voice changing. What followed was a three year 
journey through life challenges and vocal glitches 
that threatened to silence her permanently. Instead, 
Mattea dug in with a vocal coach, re-committed to her 
music, and emerged with the most poignant album 
of her career, Pretty Bird. From a playful take on 
Oliver Wood’s “Chocolate On My Tongue” to a tender 
rendition of Mary Gauthier’s “Mercy Now,” from a 
British traditional to a Bobbie Gentry classic, these are 
the songs that helped Mattea reclaim her voice – and 
she inhabits each as fully as if it were her own.

Record Store Day and High Times recently finally bring 
together two disparate cultures together thanks to 
the unifying power of music: Weed and record stores. 
Originally a Black Friday vinyl release, Smoke Signals: 
Music From the Mother Plant Vol. 1 features mainly 
unreleased and rare tracks from artists such as Snoop 
Dogg, Ziggy Marley, Tosh 1, Pell, Belly and Mac Lucci – 
musicians who both matter to pot culture and support 
the end of marijuana’s prohibition. What’s more, most 
of the tracks are unreleased, rare, remixes or were only 
previously available digitally… Or that garbage cassette 
release that Urban Outfitters put out. Remember: You 
can’t roll a joint on a Spotify. 

Her’s is an authentic bromance between partners 
in crime Audun Laading and Stephen Fitzpatrick. 
Blossoming from a chance encounter in a university 
canteen, the duo found a natural chemistry through 
their encyclopedic love of off-kilter humor and art. 
Following on from 2017’s 9-track compilation Songs 
Of Her’s, the Liverpool duo’s debut LP, Invitation to 
Her’s, serves as their most significant step yet. Though 
British, the music here will delight American indie 
rockers thanks to its indebtedness to the VHS-core 
of Ariel Pink, John Maus, and Tim and Eric (despite 
Her’s being actually funny). There’s plenty of chorus-y 
guitars for you Dad Hatters, too. The outstanding 
songs and production don’t hurt either. Ween people 
will dig this, too. 

Performance was mainly recorded over eight weeks at 
White Denim’s new downtown Austin, TX studio, Radio 
Milk. Two new players were key in what vocalist / guitarist 
James Petralli describes as “a super-collaborative 
record”: Keyboardist Michael Hunter and ex-NRBQ 
drummer, Conrad Choucroun. Categorically speaking, 
Performance proves White Denim impossible to narrowly 
pin down. There’s the glam-rock strut of “Magazin” and 
“It Might Get Dark,” the dueling guitars on the low-slung 
blues prog of “Moves On,” and the sideways jazz of “Sky 
Beaming.” There are plenty of pleasingly unexpected 
musical moments on the title track and the easy-rolling 
closer “Good News,” along with some seriously distorted 
guitar. Stop wasting your life with the jam band status 
quo and these avant groovers in your life. 

DEATH GRIPS
YEAR OF THE SNITCH

HARVEST

Experimental Sacramento, CA hip-hop trio and force 
to be reckoned with, Death Grips - MC Ride, drummer/
producer Zach Hill and recording engineer Andy Morin 
- follow-up 2016’s Bottomless Pit with their sixth studio 
effort Year of the Snitch. The tight-lipped release 
includes the previously revealed singles “Streaky,” “Flies,” 
“Black Paint,” “Hahaha,” “Dilemma” and “Shitshow” 
plus collaborations with Academy Award-winning film 
director/producer Andrew Adamson (Shrek, Shrek II) 
and Tool bassist Justin Chancellor. Sounds like My Bloody 
Valentine, an 80s cop show, video games, Limp Bizkit, 
Miami Bass, Grime, public access television, Bleachy, and a 
fucked up answering machine tape all at once – and that’s 
just the first song. It’s weird, it bangs, and [supposedly] 
pairs well with drugs. James Ferraro must be pissed. 
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THE PINEAPPLE THIEF
DISSOLUTION

KSCOPE

THE PINEAPPLE THIEF
DISSOLUTION

KSCOPE

Dissolution is the follow-up album to 2016’s Your 
Wilderness. It’s also The Pineapple Thief’s second 
album to feature King Crimson and Porcupine Tree 
drummer Gavin Harrison. The album concept tells 
of the often dark consequences of living in a society 
in which everything is played out on a public stage. 
Songwriter Bruce Soord explains, “Broadly speaking 
the title reflects the disintegration of relationships and 
the undoing of our social fabric.” The new material 
establishes the band’s intent to elevate themselves to 
new heights, with a desire to develop their songwriting 
and technical capabilities. It also features artwork by 
iconic design agency Stylorouge, whose previous work 
includes Pink Floyd, David Bowie, Blur and British film 
Trainspotting. In summation: Dissolution is Prog AF!!!
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To honor 40 years as a band, Hot Rize had a big party 
back in their long-time home base of Boulder, CO - 
three sold-out shows at the famed Boulder Theater. 
Having selected the best of those unforgettable 
performances, the venerable quartet curated one 
super-charged, 19-song set for this historic release: 
Hot Rize 40th Anniversary Bash. Over the course 
of 68 minutes of music, their broad appreciation for 
soulfulness and their conscientious balance between 
traditional and experimental bluegrass – a Hot Rize 
hallmark since their inception – are on shining display. 
Joining Hot Rize’s 40th Anniversary Bash are special 
guests (and fellow Bluegrass legends) Sam Bush 
(mandolin), Jerry Douglas (dobro), and Stuart Duncan 
(fiddle).
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JOHN PRINE
THE TREE OF FORGIVENESS

OH BOY RECORDS

Produced by Grammy Award-winner Dave Cobb, 
The Tree of Forgiveness serves as legendary singer/
songwriter John Prine’s first album of all original 
material since his 2005’s Fair & Square. Recorded at 
Nashville’s historic RCA Studio A, the album includes 
ten new songs written by Prine along with co-writers 
Pat McLaughlin, Roger Cook, Dan Auerbach, Keith 
Sykes and Phil Spector. In addition to Prine (lead vocals 
and acoustic guitar), Cobb (acoustic guitar, mellotron, 
claps, kazoo) and Prine’s longtime band, the album 
features special guests Brandi Carlile, Jason Isbell and 
Amanda Shires. The highly-anticipated collection is 
introduced by the heartfelt “Summer’s End” which is 
classic Prine. In fact, this album proves that Prine has 
lost none of his magic. He’s a national treasure. 
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material since his 2005’s Fair & Square. Recorded at 
Nashville’s historic RCA Studio A, the album includes 
ten new songs written by Prine along with co-writers 
Pat McLaughlin, Roger Cook, Dan Auerbach, Keith 
Sykes and Phil Spector. In addition to Prine (lead vocals 
and acoustic guitar), Cobb (acoustic guitar, mellotron, 
claps, kazoo) and Prine’s longtime band, the album 
features special guests Brandi Carlile, Jason Isbell and 
Amanda Shires. The highly-anticipated collection is 
introduced by the heartfelt “Summer’s End” which is 
classic Prine. In fact, this album proves that Prine has 
lost none of his magic. He’s a national treasure. 



SLOTHRUST
THE PACT

DANGERBIRD RECORDS

APHEX TWIN
COLLAPSE EP
WARP RECORDS

LENNY KRAVITZ
RAISE VIBRATION

BMG

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
NEW ROUTES

BISMEAUX RECORDS

SLEAFORD MODS
SLEAFORD MODS

ROUGH TRADE RECORDS

ESCAPE-ISM
THE LOST RECORD

MERGE RECORDS

JUNGLE 
FOR EVER

XL RECORDINGS

TONY BENNETT & DIANA KRALL
LOVE IS HERE TO STAY

VERVE

BLACK BELT EAGLE SCOUT
MOTHER OF MY CHILDREN

SADDLE CREEK

Katherine Paul is Black Belt Eagle Scout and Mother 
of My Children is her debut. Heavy and heartbroken 
from the loss of her mentor and the breakdown of a 
relationship, Paul found refuge in her music. On Mother 
of My Children, the songs weave together the enduring 
yet fleeting experiences of loss, frustration, and 
dreaming. The structures are traditional, but the lyrics 
don’t adhere to any format. They are uplifting, melodic, 
and beautifully, crushingly distorted. It begins with the 
Yo La Tengo-ish “Soft Stud,” which Paul describes as 
her “queer anthem” and is followed by “Indians Never 
Die,” a call out to colonizers and those who don’t 
respect the Earth. Mother of My Children is story of 
a stormy season – told at full volume. Recommended!

Tony Bennett and Diana Krall celebrate their shared 
love of George and Ira Gershwin on their new 
collaborative album, Love Is Here to Stay. Bennett, 92, 
has been friends with Krall for over 20 years. The two 
toured together in 2000 and recorded duets for two of 
Bennett’s albums (Duets and Playin’ With My Friends), 
but this marks their first full album project together. 
The album was recorded with the Grammy award 
winning Bill Charlap Trio and the stunning result is 
a subtle, sophisticated and beautifully rendered love 
letter to The Gershwins. The command that Bennett 
and Krall display of the material in both their duets 
and solo tracks makes it appear effortless, belying the 
honed skill of the vocalists. And, of course, it swings!

Jungle began as an anonymous production duo of Josh 
Lloyd-Watson and Tom McFarland. It soon blossomed 
into a seven-piece live band, whose self-titled debut 
was one of the 2014’s defining debut records – earning 
a Mercury Music Prize and selling over half a million 
albums. Jungle describe their long awaited follow-
up, For Ever, as “a post-apocalyptic radio station 
playing break up songs.” If Jungle was an imaginary 
soundtrack to places they had never been, their new 
record captures a landscape which they had so often 
dreamt – Los Angeles. Unfortunately, fantasy clashed 
with reality and Jungle opted to finish the album back 
in London. Still, the dream is manifest in the music – 
especially “Happy Man” and “House In LA.” 

In the music world, a “lost record” is the term for an 
LP that was passed over, unappreciated – maybe not 
even released – only to be discovered, unearthed, 
and celebrated by in-the-know tastemakers and 
canny connoisseurs. So, when Escape-ism – nom de 
guerre of mythic rock ‘n’ roll provocateur / theorist 
/ revolutionary Ian Svenonius – announced its new 
and highly anticipated second long-player, The Lost 
Record, it created a commotion. For some, it seemed 
unfair for Escape-ism to jump ahead of the usual 
protocol and not go through the degradation that a 
historic “lost record” suffers: Unshipped, unloved, 
unappreciated. It’s a no-brainer that The Lost Record 
will be both unfairly neglected but also enshrined as 
a pinnacle achievement for subterranean civilization.

With their minimalist beats, an acerbic / acidic wit, and 
liberal use of “c*nt,” Sleaford Mods are the only Hip 
Hop group to successfully merge the The Fall with a 
Noel Gallagher interview. The result is some of the most 
brilliant and howlingly funny music to emerge from 
the U.K. in the last decade. That said, Sleaford Mods 
new EP has some dark undertones “The lead tracks 
are mostly full of violent tendencies that only transpire 
through imagination,” says emcee James Williamson. 
“People are powerless under the political monster and 
the intense anger and frustration morphs into illusions 
of attacking each other through the bravado of social 
media, depression and paranoia.” Word… But this shit 
is still fookin’ hilarious.

New Routes serves as Asleep at the Wheel’s first 
new material in over a decade, a new chapter in the 
group’s forty-eight year history with a fresh group of 
nimble musicians. Comprised of founder/leader Ray 
Benson (lead guitar and vocals), Katie Shore (fiddle 
and vocals), Eddie Rivers (steel and sax), David Sanger 
(drums), Dennis Ludiker (fiddle, mandolin, vocals), Josh 
Hoag (bass), Connor Forsyth (piano and vocals), and 
Jay Reynolds (sax and clarinet), Asleep at the Wheel’s 
performance agility takes center stage on the record. 
New Routes is a bounty of both new and familiar 
country, jazz, jump blues, rockabilly, Western Swing, 
folk, bold originals, vibrant covers, and guest vocals 
from Seth and Scott Avett of The Avett Brothers.

With his eleventh studio album, Raise Vibration, Lenny 
Kravitz continues to transcend genre. It’s also one of the 
most eclectic of the multi-Grammy winner’s nearly 30 
year career. “Low,” the song that got the whole process 
started, developed into a smooth funk showcase – 
what Kravitz calls “my Quincy Jones school” complete 
with horns and a string arrangement. The title track is 
lean power-trio rock, while the ballad “Here to Love” 
features Kravitz backed only by his piano and a string 
section. “Johnny Cash,” inspired by an encounter with 
the late legend, is what Kravitz calls “psychedelic funk 
meets country.” As usual, Kravitz plays most of the 
instruments himself, though longtime guitarist Craig 
Ross adds welcome flavor. A surprisingly powerful and 
funky return. 

Collapsed vague action kitty deploys serious old school 
acid beats vanquished from a long silence and strong 
return. Collapse EP – cryptically Aphex Twin shudders 
not between long-standing drop files of random clutter 
but quest twists the long duke into a mis-appropriated 
tragic numbers ranch sequence devised forthwith by 
acoustic clokks and never-the-wells. Cornish mud into 
the o876 very appliance of meta-death does Richard 
D. James deliver severed BPMs and stroboscopic valley. 
Someone broke quellish in its own jargon – too loose to 
synchronize by MIDI phallic interface and quasi-design. 
“A series of movements that match the speed and 
rhythm of cake.” Mysteriously or no supper doesn’t force 
high frequency 808’s [*)*] nor will I t dispel rumors of 
thrilled plants in a fa-flung field. 5 stars says Wire.

Slothrust is principal songwriter, singer, guitar player 
and unrepentant aesthete Leah Wellbaum, with 
drummer Will Gorin and bassist Kyle Bann. The band 
closed out 2017 with Show Me How You Want It To Be, 
an EP of inventive covers of songs of a diverse group 
of artists, including Al Green and Britney Spears, Black 
Sabbath and Louis Armstrong (Wellbaum may be 
unrepentant, but she’s not totally pretentious either). 
On their latest album The Pact, Slothrust constructs 
a luscious, ethereal cosmos perforated with wormy 
portals and magic wardrobes, demonstrating more 
clearly than ever the band’s deft shaping of contrasting 
sonic elements to forge a muscular sound that cuts like 
The Pretenders with guitars on loan from Pavement.

GHOSTLAND OBSERVATORY
SEE YOU LATER SIMULATOR

TRASHY MOPED

“I’ve always been on the sci-fi edge of things, which is just 
a reflection of being a child of the ’80s and growing up 
with video games and computers,” Aaron Behrens says 
of See You Later Simulator – Ghostland Observatory’s 
first new album in eight years. With a musical sensibility 
that incorporates Behrens’ interest in rock, country, and 
psychedelia as well as Thomas Ross Turner’s love for 
avant-garde electronica and analog disco-thump, the 
resulting album ranks with Ghostland Observatory’s 
most ambitious and accessible works. Tracks like 
“Paradise Lost,” “Permanent Vacation,” and “Miss Abyss” 
deliver both uplifting electro-dance-rock and a loose but 
absorbing storyline that isn’t likely to interfere with the 
sweaty intensity of Ghostland Observatory’s live shows. 
A welcome (and promising) return! 



ANN WILSON
IMMORTAL

BMG

PAUL SIMON 
IN THE BLUE LIGHT
LEGACY RECORDINGS

THE LEMON TWIGS
GO TO SCHOOL

4AD

WILLIE NELSON
MY WAY

LEGACY RECORDINGS

ALEJANDRO ESCOVEDO
THE CROSSING

YEP ROC RECORDS

GOOD CHARLOTTE
GENERATION RX

BMG

CRIPPLED BLACK PHOENIX
GREAT ESCAPE
SEASON OF MIST

RICHARD THOMPSON
13 RIVERS

NEW WEST RECORDS

Richard Thompson’s new album, 13 Rivers, is the 
artist’s first self-produced record in over a decade. It’s 
a minimal and spacious recording which, according 
to Thompson, is a projection of current events in his 
life. “This has been an intense year for myself and 
my family… I think this reflects in the immediacy of 
the stories, and the passion in the songs.” 13 Rivers 
spans thirteen tracks. It is an album about growth and 
reflection. Says Thompson, “I don’t know how the 
creative process works. I suppose it is some kind of 
bizarre parallel existence to my own life.” Also: FYI: “We 
sequenced the weird stuff at the front of the record, 
and the tracks to grind your soul into submission at 
the back.” Nice.

Crippled Black Phoenix have always confounded 
critics trying to pin their style down ever since multi-
instrumentalist Justin Greaves recorded his first ideas 
in 2004 – which earned them tagging attempts ranging 
from “stoner prog” to “freak folk” to “psychedelic doom.” 
None of which seems incorrect. Crippled Black Phoenix 
employs a changing cast of musicians and live set-ups, 
which mirrors the ever ongoing evolution of the band 
and the fact that the songs were mostly not composed 
with their live performance on mind. Great Escape sees 
the band pushing its prodigious talents and creativity to 
the limit – recalling the sonic landscapes of post rock, 
experimental music, and heavy prog. The band bristle 
at those lables... So would you believe “goth prog about 
Animal Rights?” Because you should. 

Generation Rx represents both a new chapter and full 
circle moment for Good Charlotte: Brothers Joel (vocals) 
and Benji Madden (guitar, vocals), Billy Martin (guitar), 
Paul Thomas (bass), and Dean Butterworth (drums). 
Produced by Zakk Cervini and Benji Madden during 
intimate sessions at MDDN headquarters, the quintet 
offers up intricate, infectious anthems of hope for a 
generation under the shadow of the opioid epidemic, 
icons gone too soon, mass tragedy, loneliness, and 
confusion. Powered by punk spirit, rock songcraft, and 
cinematic ambition, they retain the signature vitality and 
vulnerability of their formative years, while delivering an 
urgent, unafraid, and undeniable message befitting of 
two decades in the game. Generation Rx will make Good 
Charlotte a hot topic once more. 

Alejandro Escovedo’s scorching and cinematic The 
Crossing follows the story of two young immigrants, 
one from Mexico and one from Italy, as they come to 
the U.S. to pursue the American dream and search 
out their punk rock idols. The Crossing also features 
a host of guest musicians, including The Stooges’ 
James Williamson on “Teenage Luggage” and Wayne 
Kramer from the MC5 on “Sonica USA.” “Waiting For 
Me” features Peter Perrett and John Perry from The 
Only Ones, recording together for the first time since 
1980. Joe Ely appears on his own track, “Silver City.” 
“Rio Navidad,” a spoken word song about a Texas 
ranger, was written by novelist and Richmond Fontaine 
/ The Delines’ bandleader Willy Vlautin and read by his 
bandmate Freddy Trujillo.

My Way, Willie Nelson’s new album, explores his 
admiration and connection to Frank Sinatra’s art and 
artistry across 11 fresh, intoxicating takes on songs 
made famous by the Chairman of the Board. “I learned 
a lot about phrasing listening to Frank,” says Willie. 
“He didn’t worry about behind the beat or in front of 
the beat, or whatever… And that’s the feel you have to 
have.” Such is the spirit of My Way’s smooth approach 
to timeless tunes like “Summer Wind,” “It Was A Very 
Good Year,” “I’ll Be Around,” “Fly Me To The Moon,” 
“What Is This Thing Called Love” (cast as a duet with 
fellow Grammy winner Norah Jones) and, of course, 
the anthemic “My Way.” 

The Lemon Twigs (brothers Brian and Michael 
D’Addario) emerged in 2016 with Do Hollywood. The 
band quickly earned fans in Elton John, Questlove, 
and Jack Antonoff among many others, the latter of 
whom said, “Prediction: The Lemon Twigs will usher in 
a new phase of rock.” While that remains to be seen, 
just getting more kids into Sparks is pretty cool. Go To 
School is a musical that tells the heartbreaking coming-
of-age story of Shane, a pure of heart chimpanzee 
raised as a human boy as he comes to terms with the 
obstacles of life. Todd Rundgren and the D’Addario’s 
mother, Susan Hall, play Shane’s parents. The album 
also features contributions from Jody Stephens (Big 
Star) and their father Ronnie D’Addario.

Legendary songwriter, recording artist and performer 
Paul Simon returns with his fourteenth solo album, In 
The Blue Light. The album features a talented cast 
of musicians who have joined Simon to lend fresh 
perspectives on 10 of his favorite (though perhaps less-
familiar) songs. “Re-doing arrangements, harmonic 
structures, and lyrics that didn’t make their meaning 
clear, gave me time to clarify in my own head what I 
wanted to say, or realize what I was thinking and make 
it more easily understood,” Simon explains. Among the 
many musicians joining Simon on In The Blue Light 
are trumpeter Wynton Marsalis, guitarist Bill Frisell, 
legendary drummers Jack DeJohnette and Steve 
Gadd, and New York-based chamber ensemble sextet 
yMusic.

Fittingly titled Immortal, the voice of Heart – Ann 
Wilson’s – new solo album features 10 musically 
diverse tracks that pay homage to some of the singer’s 
favorite songs and artists, all of whom have passed 
away in recent years and whose music poignantly 
lives on. Working with original Heart producer Mike 
Flicker (Dreamboat Annie,  Little Queen, etc.), these 
finely-etched tracks cover a lot of musical ground, with 
many highlights including songs by Leonard Cohen 
(“A Thousand Kisses Deep”), Amy Winehouse (“Back 
to Black”), David Bowie (“I’m Afraid of Americans”), 
Lesley Gore (“You Don’t Own Me”) and Tom Petty 
(“Luna”). Immortal also includes some very special 
guests as well, including guitarist extraordinaire, 
Warren Haynes. 

CEDRIC BURNSIDE
BENTON COUNTY RELIC

SINGLE LOCK

Cedric Burnside still lives on several acres not far from 
the Holly Springs, Mississippi, home where he was raised 
by (and performed with) “Big Daddy” – the late singer/
songwriter/guitarist R.L. Burnside. Cedric – a former 
member of The North Mississippi Allstars – was literally 
born to the blues, more specifically, the “rhythmically 
unorthodox” Hill country variant which emerged from 
Mississippi, where he grew up surrounded (and influenced) 
by Junior Kimbrough, Jessie May Hemphill and Otha 
Turner, as well as delta musicians T-Model Ford and Paul 
“Wine” Jones. Benton County Relic offers a showcase 
for Burnside’s electric and acoustic guitar, recording 26 
tracks in just two days with drummer/slide guitarist Brian 
Jay in the latter’s Brooklyn home studio – and this Benton 
County Relic represents the best of the best. 


